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Seeking an opportunity to join a growing organization that has a need for an entry-
level Sales Representative. I am interested in both Inside and Outside Sales. I believe
I have the necessary personality and skills to excel in both roles. Writing monthly 
blog posts for customers based on an established content calendar that targets 
particular SEO keywords. Performing keyword research and deliver on-page SEO 
modifications for each customer.

EXPERIENCE

SEO Copywriter
ABC Corporation - JUNE 2011 – JUNE 2011

 Extensive experienced in SEO, blog posts, landing pages, and other 
forms of written communication.

 Researched topics and ideas for written content ranging between 
200-800 words in length.

 Crafted content to educate, persuade, and sell customers on ideas, 
goods, and services.

 Edited own work in consultation with clients and editors.
 Experienced in gaining new clients for my writing business and 

managing ongoing relationships with existing clients.
 Continuously found creative talent from individuals who could provide

a quick turnaround and keyword-rich copy that visitors would find 
compelling.

 Verified content for facts, data, and sourcing accuracy as well as 
uniqueness.

SEO Copywriter 
Delta Corporation - 2006 – 2011

 Completing articles to client specifications in a timely manner - 
Providing content that consistently exceeds acceptable 
communication, grammar, and .

 Writing web content and product descriptions with search engine 
optimization (SEO) for nations largest retailer of custom wall plates.

 Write original copy to sell products.
 Create, edit and design graphics Build and design multiple websites 

daily Helped make a new company website Have .
 Part-time SEO copywriter for several websites.
 Included writing copy for web page, managing Google Adwords, 

tracking numbers and statistics with Google Analytics, analyzing data 
in order to .

 Wrote unique SEO product copy and descriptions for womenswear, 
menswear, shoes, accessories and children.
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EDUCATION

 B.A. In English

SKILLS

Editing, Writing, SEO, BrightEdge SEO Platform, Adobe Omniture Marketing Cloud.
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